Progetto VOCE cultural association
With “Bancarella” Literary Award and Municipality of Pontremoli
Presents:
Master Class for Opera Singers

The master class will take place in the historical theatre della Rosa in Pontremoli and the students will
perform in the important final performance that it will take place in Piazza della Repubblica in Pontremoli at
the presence of the most important institutional personalities and authorities.
Every student will have every day one techical lesson composed by 2 parts: first to heat the voice with
expecial speech therapy exercises and vocalizzi, and than with a special technical time.
The teachers would ask to some singers to coordinate with others students to assemble pieces d’assieme
and also to encourage integration both personal and musical.
During the master class the students will have an important “prova di sala” with the conductor that will
conduct the final performance.
The course will be made by the famous Progetto VOCE school teachers, Chiara Angella(Soprano) and
Silvio Zanon(Baritono) that are now singing in all the most important theatres in the world and so that know
very well the contemporany music scene and the requests of Opera theatre: so the course will be built with
specific technical objectives but also with the perfect idea of the contemporany scene and so to connect in
the best way to the “market demand”.
On inscription the student has to write 3 romanzas ( better from the grande repertorio) that would like to
work in the master class and in which it will be selected the one ( or 2 ) to perform in the “grande concerto
finale”.
The payment has to be done with the inscription until 1th july.
The payment has to be done by bank transfer that has to be confirmed by sending the receipt by mail to
progettovoce2009@libero.it writing as causale “contributo per Master class”

Bank references:
Ssociazione Progetto VOCE
IBAN: IT12 B 0622511703100000002302

Costs and contributions
Inscription (for everybody) 10 euros
Students
Listeners

400 euros
150 euros

Listeners will have the opportunity to listen to all the lessons but not to perform in the final performance.

The organization offers very cheap and good solutions for rooms and meals.

Registration form
To sent by e-mail to : progettovoce2009@libero.it
Name…………………………………………………………………………………
Surname………………………………………………………………………………
Nationality……………………………………………………………………………
Date of birth…………………………………………….
place of birth…………………………………………
Address………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
E-mail address………………………………………………………………………
Tel n. …………………………………………………
Vocal register ………………………………
I ask to participate to the Progetto VOCE’s Master class from 13th july to 18th july as:
⃝ Student
⃝ Listener
I shall propose the following romanzas:
Author……………………..Opera………………………….Romanza……………………
Author……………………..Opera………………………….Romanza……………………
Author……………………..Opera………………………….Romanza……………………

Date and
signature………………………………………………………………………………….

